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I NTRODUCTION
Immigrants in Minnesota struggle to find safe and well-maintained housing, a problem fueled by a
shortage of affordable housing, restrictions on public benefits, immigration status, exploitation by
landlords, and outright discrimination in renting and buying. Lack of housing is not exclusively the
problem of a particular immigrant group, but affects all immigrants, regardless of their country of
origin, immigration status, place of residence in Minnesota, or ethnicity. Some immigrant
populations, however, face added difficulties that complicate the search for affordable housing. The
systems that protect people from exploitative and discriminatory landlords, realtors, and mortgage
lenders are not working for immigrants. The private market is failing to provide affordable housing,
and public housing cannot meet the demand, constrained by a lack of funding and a political
environment that views it as acceptable to deny the rights of all people to decent, safe housing.

H UMAN R IGHTS AND H OUSING
The lack of adequate housing violates international human rights standards. “Adequate” in this case
means that housing must be safe, structurally sound, affordable, and provide resources such as
clean water, heating, lighting, and sanitation.820 All people are entitled to this basic minimum
standard without discrimination, including noncitizens, who should have equal access to housing, as
well as to any government housing assistance programs.821

S HORTAGE OF A FFORDABLE H OUSING
Immigrants have difficulty finding affordable rental housing, whether private or publicly subsidized.
Large families in particular have trouble finding units with enough bedrooms to comply with
occupancy codes. Some immigrants struggle with homelessness because of this housing shortage.
Governments at the federal, state, and local level are failing to fund and support the construction or
maintenance of enough affordable housing to meet the needs of Minnesota residents, including
immigrants.
The affordability of rental properties heads the list of housing concerns. Nearly half of all Minnesota
renters, whether immigrant or citizen, spend at least 30 percent of their income on housing, the
level at which housing is considered unaffordable.822 Organizations that work with immigrants
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report problems with finding affordable housing: “Housing is next to impossible; the vacancy rate is
so low that it is hard even for the community at large, but for refugees it’s that much harder.”823 In
interview after interview,824 immigrants described their struggles: “It’s not great, but I don’t have
money to find another place,”825 or “It has been difficult to find a place to rent that is affordable.”826
The lack of affordable housing is a statewide problem. Of the 87 counties in Minnesota, 84 lack
enough affordable housing to serve all of their low-income residents.827
THREE MAIN PUBLIC AND SUBSIDIZED HOUSING PROGRAMS
Public housing
Public housing refers to properties owned and managed by the local Public Housing Authority.
Subsidized housing projects
In subsidized housing projects, a privately owned and managed property receives a subsidy to
provide affordable housing. In both public housing and subsidized housing projects, the
government assistance is linked to the unit and is not transferable. The renter pays
approximately 30 percent of their income towards the rent.
Section 8 vouchers828
Section 8 vouchers enable low-income renters to afford private, market-rate rentals. As with
public housing and subsidized housing projects, the renter pays approximately 30 percent of
their income towards the rent and the local housing agency pays the remaining rent amount
directly to the landlord.

The lack of unsubsidized affordable apartments drives immigrants to seek public housing assistance,
but the serious shortage of public housing prevents many immigrants from finding housing through
this mechanism, as well. Long public housing waiting lists, which affect all low-income renters, were
cited again and again as a barrier. As one service provider stated, “there is no availability of lowincome housing. You have to wait years for Section 8 housing and that’s the same with public
housing.”829 Another reported that in some cities, public housing and Section 8 voucher waiting lists
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were closed to new applicants.830 In January 2013, 44 percent of public housing agencies in
Minnesota reported that their wait lists were over two years; for 16 percent of the agencies, wait
times were over six years.831 Some cities do not even have certain housing assistance programs
available, such as Section 8.832 Even where public assistance is available, landlords may not accept
Section 8 housing vouchers, limiting their usefulness.833
LARGE FAMILIES
Large families, in particular, struggle with finding affordable housing, both privately owned and
public. In one city in greater Minnesota, an advocate described the impact of insufficient
adequately-sized housing: “Some families rent apartments next to each other so their family
members can live close to one another.”834 Even in the Twin Cities, service providers reported that
“there are not enough large housing units available for families”835 and families are “forced to split
up.”836 Public housing does not have many large units: “People are polite, but the system is not
welcoming. Because of refugee family size, they need four or five bedroom affordable housing to
accommodate families,”837 increasing wait times. In a 2007 study, the Census found only 17,600
renter-occupied units in the entire Twin Cities metro area that were four bedrooms or larger, out of
321,400 total.838
Some of the increased demand for large apartments stems from different patterns of family life
that require larger living spaces: “The occupancy limits on adults especially impacts extended
families, because often adult children stay and live in the home.”839 Another service provider
reported, “They don’t want individual family housing; they just want a place to eat together and
sleep under the same roof *as an extended family+.”840
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Strictly enforced occupancy limits add to the difficulties large families face finding housing.841 One
organization found it difficult to house large families because “the city is very strict about the
number of people in a housing unit.”842 Because occupancy codes were historically developed to
exclude families with children, the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) has
developed guidelines to protect against discrimination. While the guidelines do not establish rigid
occupancy rates based on bedrooms or housing unit size, they provide a framework for analyzing
the impact and fairness of occupancy codes.843
A BRIEF HISTORY OF OCCUPANCY CODES
Occupancy codes have a complicated history linked to anti-immigrant movements. San
Francisco passed the first occupancy standard in the United States at the request of the AntiCoolie Association, and the law was disproportionately enforced in Chinatown. Reformers in
other parts of the country often promoted occupancy codes not only for sanitary reasons but
also to reshape immigrant family living patterns into ways they felt were more “moral.” Modern
occupancy codes, while not explicitly anti-immigrant, derive from these early efforts and
typically are not based on objective data on health and wellbeing.844

HOMELESSNESS
The lack of affordable housing leaves some immigrants homeless. According to one interviewee,
“When I first came here, I didn’t know anybody. I ended up in the shelter.”845 Even refugees, who
have access to public assistance, can end up in homeless shelters because of the housing
shortage.846 Immigrants can face special complications from homelessness. One service provider
described how lack of official identification documents, often a problem for immigrants with
complicated legal status or who are newly arrived, hurts homeless immigrants: “Homeless refugees
often have no documents. So they end up getting arrested a lot. Especially downtown, businesses
put a lot of pressure on the police to deal with the issue. Then immigrants spend more time in
detention because of Immigration and Customs Enforcement holds.”847 In some communities,
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homelessness is not recognized as a problem and so there are no shelters at all.848 Finally, even
when immigrants are able to get into a homeless shelter, they may not receive services that meet
their needs. One immigrant with religious dietary restrictions said, “We moved to a shelter for six
months. The only thing was we couldn’t eat the food because they served pork. My brother and I
relied on the school breakfast and lunch program.”849
CAUSES

OF

AFFORDABLE HOUSING SHORTAGE

Several forces drive a lack of affordable rental housing, both public and private: neighborhood
resistance to new affordable housing developments; zoning rules that limit multi-family housing;
and lack of government funding for affordable housing.
Several people reported that affordable housing developments met with considerable
neighborhood resistance, in some cases preventing the project completely. In one town, “maybe
three years ago, they built newer housing, townhomes, and one apartment building, which are now
full. There was a big uproar with people selling their homes because they were worried about
property values going down.”850 In another case, “the neighbors raised a big fuss so the
development couldn’t go forward.”851
Compounding neighborhood resistance, governments in some cities have not zoned neighborhoods
in ways that reflect the need for housing in the area. One service provider described her city as
having “too much rental zoning in the downtown vicinity, but otherwise not much multi-family
zoning and insufficient apartment zoning.”852 In a 2001 report by the Office of the Legislative
Auditor, builders and developers cited zoning as one of the major factors that limits the
construction of affordable housing.853 Minnesota state law gives local governments significant
control over zoning decisions and requires supermajorities when city councils seek to change zoning
rules. In the case of Minneapolis, St. Paul, and Duluth, state law also requires that the government
get the written consent of two-thirds of the property owners within 100 feet of the proposed
development for developments of less than 40 acres.854 Combining such strict requirements for
changing zoning with the likelihood of neighborhood resistance creates a high barrier for
developers and builders of affordable housing.
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In addition to the neighborhood and regulatory barriers to building more rental housing, there is a
serious lack of government and private funding for affordable housing. One mayor described his
frustrations with the funding available for housing development: “We only get one project a year
for the housing tax credit for subsidized low-income housing. We really need workforce housing, for
people who could afford some rent, but it is not available, so they go into more affordable housing
and bump out people with lower incomes. There is no state assistance for workforce housing.”855
Since 2010, federal budget cuts have reduced the funding available for public housing by 25 percent
and for Section 8 vouchers by 8 percent. These cuts have led public housing agencies to increase
wait times; defer maintenance and major repairs; shift voucher holders into lower-cost apartments
or increase their contribution; and cut the number of vouchers provided.856
Immigrants who reported positively on their experience in finding housing almost always
mentioned a trusted institution or individual who helped them navigate the market. Most
stayed with family members or friends until they could afford their own housing; in some cases,
even after moving out, they rented or bought from family members. One immigrant reported
her positive experience: “Housing has not been a problem. My uncle bought a townhome
before we came to America. We rented it from him and then bought it.”857 Churches were
another common source of housing: “Most of the cases are folks from my church living with
other church members.”858 In other cases, employers found housing for immigrants coming on
work visas.859 Often, if one person had a successful experience, other members of their
community would follow their path: “A woman who is a realtor in town is now the contact for
the Karen community because she sold the first house to a Karen family.”860

R ESTRICTED E LIGIBILITY AND I MMIGRATION S TATUS
Shortages of market-rate and subsidized affordable housing affect all Minnesotans, but some
immigrants face additional barriers to finding housing. First, not all immigrants are eligible for public
housing assistance. Second, lack of a U.S. credit history, U.S. rental history, Social Security number,
or U.S.-issued identification often prevents immigrants from finding an affordable apartment, even
though Minnesota law does not require renters to have any of those items to rent.
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ELIGIBILITY LIMITS
Two laws determine eligibility for the most common forms of housing assistance: the Personal
Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act of 1996861 (PRWORA) and Section 214 of
the Housing and Community Development Act of 1980.862 Both laws prohibit undocumented
immigrants and most immigrants on temporary visas from receiving housing benefits. The two laws
differ slightly, but neither Congress nor the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD)
has issued clarifications on how the two laws interact, leaving it unclear whether certain groups are
eligible. Other housing benefits, such as emergency shelter and Community Development Block
Grants, are not affected by Section 214 limits, but may or may not fall under PRWORA. Again,
neither Congress nor HUD has clarified whether the eligibility limits apply to these programs, so
undocumented or temporary immigrants may or may not be refused benefits, depending on how
the administering agency interprets the statutes.863
Mixed status families are supposed to be eligible for all types of housing assistance, pro-rated by
how many family members have an eligible immigration status, although this is not always
respected in practice. One service provider told a story of a family looking for an apartment: “A
client was trying to get a type of subsidized housing. The client was undocumented but the children
were documented. The landlord said the client needed
Social Security numbers, even though the landlord
It’s hard; you are being scrutinized
could rent the unit at [a pro-rated amount]. It took
like you are a criminal, they are so
multiple calls and letters to the landlord, including
suspicious.”
sending the statute, to get them to accept the renters. I
think the landlord just didn’t want to have someone
undocumented living there.”864
LACK

OF

CREDIT HISTORY

Immigrants and refugees face additional barriers because of a lack of U.S. credit history or rental
history and, in some cases, a lack of accepted identification or Social Security number. One
immigrant professional described his experience arriving without a U.S. rental history: “Renting an
apartment at first was hard, because I had no credit history, I didn’t have someone who could cosign with me. It’s hard; you are being scrutinized like you are a criminal, they are so suspicious.”865
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According to another, “when you come from anywhere you stay with your family, but you can’t live
with them forever. Once you find a job, you are ready to move and get your own place. The
problem is they do not accept rental history from back home. If no one gives you an opportunity to
have a rental history how do you do it, how do you move forward? ”866 When the interviewee tried
to co-sign for multiple people, landlords had objected. Minnesota law does not regulate a landlord’s
decision to require additional months of rent or a co-signer that meets the landlord’s criteria when
a prospective tenant has no credit history or rental history.867
In some cases, immigrants have legal permission to live in the United States, but do not have Social
Security numbers for landlords to use when running credit checks. One interviewee, here on a
student visa, reported, “Because I have no Social Security number, I had to pay three months’ rent
as deposit money.”868 Requiring large amounts of rent in advance makes it even more difficult for
immigrants to find affordable housing. Not having a Social Security number is a barrier, even though
landlords do not need one to run background checks. For one person whose husband was an
immigrant, “initially it was a challenge to get him on the lease. I had to let them know they can run
a background check without a Social Security number.”869
UNDOCUMENTED IMMIGRANTS
Undocumented immigrants have even greater difficulties. Many people feel that “without an ID you
cannot get an apartment.”870 Even looking for an apartment as an undocumented person carries a
high risk of arrest and eventual deportation. In one city, reported an attorney, “my client went to
rent an apartment, and the manager went to check the application and came back with the police.
The management company was using E-Verify to check the status of applicants for rentals,”871 even
though this is not legally required. As a result, undocumented immigrants either live with
documented immigrants872 or tolerate sub-standard living conditions. Limited choices mean that
undocumented immigrants are often in “low-quality apartments that are very expensive.”873
Immigrants without a Social Security number or legal status do not need to face such barriers.
Landlords are not required to gather Social Security numbers, screen for immigration status, or ask
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for U.S.-issued identification from applicants or tenants. Minnesota’s law on tenant screening,
however, only governs tenant screening services, not landlords, and focuses on providing tenants
access to their screening report to ensure accuracy. The law does not prevent a rental property
owner from requiring certain forms of identification from prospective tenants, which landlords can
use as a proxy for screening for immigration status.874 California, in contrast, passed a law in 2007
barring landlords from asking about or requiring information regarding a prospective tenant’s
immigration or citizenship status.875 In practice, this means that while California landlords can
continue to request U.S.-issued identification and Social Security numbers for credit checks, they
must provide alternate means of identification and screening for applicants without them.876

D ISCRIMINATION
Though the shortage of affordable rental housing
was the primary concern for immigrants,
interviewees also reported instances of
discrimination by some landlords that violated their
right to housing. Though both federal and state law
prohibits rental discrimination, immigrants often
did not report these incidents to the authorities.

I don’t put a sign in my yard because I
don’t want to rent to immigrants. I post
on Craigslist because immigrants don’t
look there.”

One interviewee described the classic pattern of discrimination that immigrants face: “I called to set
up an appointment to look at an apartment and the manager told me that he had an opening in a
few, and just to come over and look at them. When I arrived at the office during normal business
hours, no one would answer the door or the phone.”877 According to another, “we were helping a
colleague find housing. My partner made the appointment and took us there. We were standing
outside and the landlord never came, and then said it had been rented. We suspected he had
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Minn. Stat. § 504B.235 (2011).
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driven by and seen us, then claimed it was rented. We had no proof, but how could it have been
rented so quickly?”878 In other instances, the disparate treatment is obvious: “When another
[immigrant] student went alone, there was no availability. Then he went back accompanied by a
local and there was availability.”879 In another case, a woman reported enlisting her husband to test
if the landlord was discriminating. She was helping someone find an apartment, and the landlord
claimed it was rented after making an appointment but not showing up. “Then when my husband
called, the apartment was still available, and the landlord hung up the phone when confronted.”880
Occasionally, landlords are open about their discriminatory practices. A Richfield community
member recounted a conversation with a housing development agent in her city: “The new housing
development agents *at that building+ make it very difficult for … immigrants to move into them.
[The agent] says that the numbers show that there is more criminal activity when these people
move in.”881 In another case, a landlord told one individual, “I don’t put a sign in my yard because I
don’t want to rent to *immigrants+. I post on Craigslist because *immigrants+ don’t look there.”882 In
yet another incident, a community leader reported how when she had tried to rent an apartment,
“the landlord asked for letters from Immigration and Customs Enforcement”883 based on her ethnic
identity.
Minnesota and federal laws offer protection against discrimination in housing. Under Minnesota
law, landlords cannot legally refuse to sell, rent, or lease housing to potential tenants, or have
different rental terms, on the basis of race, color, creed, religion, national origin, sex, marital status,
sexual orientation, disability, or reliance on public assistance.884 Similarly, a landlord cannot
discriminate against tenants by decreasing services that have been promised in the lease on the
basis of race, color, creed, religion, national origin, sex, marital status, sexual orientation, disability,
or reliance on public assistance.885 Under federal law—in particular the Fair Housing Act—housing
discrimination based on race, color, national origin, religion, sex, familial status, or disability is
prohibited.886 There are no laws requiring that tenants of private, unsubsidized buildings have legal
878
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status.887 There are city, state, and federal agencies charged with overseeing discrimination
complaints, which can be adjudicated by state or federal courts.
Despite strong legal protections against discrimination, immigrants in general did not report these
incidents of discrimination to the authorities. In many of the cases where the landlord claimed an
apartment was rented after meeting the immigrant or hearing a foreign accent, the immigrant felt
there was no clear proof of discrimination and that they would not be able to bring a case based on
the incident.888

E XPLOITATION AND S UBSTANDARD H OUSING
According to interviewees, some landlords discriminate not only in choosing who to rent to, but in
how they treat tenants once they occupy an apartment. In some cases, landlords reportedly refused
to maintain apartments, reported immigrants to the police for minor problems, and unfairly
withheld deposits or charged additional fees. Interviewees recounted incidents of both private
landlords and public housing managers exploiting immigrant renters who have limited options to
find other housing. Though such exploitation is against both state and federal law, immigrants are
unlikely to take action. In some cases, immigrants are unaware of their rights as tenants; in others,
they fear retaliation or other negative consequences.
Immigrants often report living in poorly maintained apartment buildings. One apartment complex
was described as “very run down, with trash everywhere, and gang activity.”889 Despite the poor
conditions in the complex, “people aren’t reporting problems with the living conditions because if
they complain, they fear retaliation.”890 In another case involving another poorly maintained
apartment complex (with “rats, mice, bedbugs … and live electrical wires”), “people are reluctant to
raise problems with the manager because the rent may be raised or they may be kicked out.”891
Another service provider reported that case workers “go to people’s homes and find cockroach

first bears the burden of proving its prima facie case that a practice results in, or would predictably result in, a
discriminatory effect on the basis of a protected characteristic. If the charging party or plaintiff proves a prima facie
case, the burden of proof shifts to the respondent or defendant to prove that the challenged practice is necessary to
achieve one or more of its substantial, legitimate, nondiscriminatory interests. If the respondent or defendant
satisfies this burden, then the charging party or plaintiff may still establish liability by proving that the substantial,
legitimate, nondiscriminatory interest could be served by a practice that has a less discriminatory effect.)
887
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nests in the corners” and that one family that came in for assistance had “a girl with bites and sores
on her arms from bedbugs.”892
When landlords do make repairs to apartments, some try
One apartment complex is “very run
to illegally charge immigrants for the service.893
According to one individual, “we’ve had people who have
down, with trash everywhere, and
been charged for bed bugs, and a family was charged for
gang activity.”
failing to prepare the apartment for the bed bug
extermination visit.”894 In another case, a “single
mother’s apartment was broken into. The person broke the lock and shouted racial slurs, scaring
the family. He left when the police were called. The mother wanted the landlord to pay for the lock,
but he refused.”895 In yet another case, one school official described how a community liaison had
“found out about serious water damage in a place from a flood. The landlord was going to charge
the people living there for a replacement apartment while theirs was repaired. That was wrong;
they had already paid their monthly rent.”896 In these cases, service providers and advocates were
able to help immigrants and force the landlords to meet their obligations, but “a lot of people don’t
call for help.”897
Immigrants also reported having security deposits withheld or additional charges imposed without
just cause. According to one service provider, “we’ve had families whose deposit was being taken
because some family in the building was ruining it for the rest of the tenants.”898 One employer
helped their immigrant employees deal with discriminatory landlords: “They will not get their
security deposit back from their landlord and so I’ll help write letters.”899 In some cases,
unscrupulous landlords reportedly tried to double-charge immigrants for their rent, taking
advantage of their lack of familiarity with the U.S. financial system: “Sometimes I hear that people
say they are double-charged. I ask the person if they have a receipt, and they do not. Landlords
don’t give out a receipt. You have to ask for that. … Did you pay cash? Yeah. Did you get a receipt?
No. So who saw you give them rent? It was just me and them. … It is sad when you hear people
taking advantage of others.”900
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Some landlords also impose stricter standards on immigrant renters, reporting them to the police
for minor infractions that go unaddressed when committed by others. One attorney had a
predatory rental case where “the landlord would rent to immigrants, but then would harass people,
wouldn’t let them have guests, would threaten that the police would come, that they would call
immigration.”901 In another apartment complex, one community activist complained that in his
view, “the housing office gives more credibility to complaints from white residents than Somalis.
White residents threaten Somalis with their dogs and the housing office does nothing.”902
One immigrant advocate reported that some tenants faced eviction because they were Muslim. In
one incident, an African American Muslim was harassed and threatened with eviction because of a
neighbor who was motivated by religious prejudice.
The neighbor did not want them next door because she assumed he was Somali. He has two
little girls and she would basically swear at them and yell at them whenever they left the
house. Every time he opened the door to go to his garage, she would open her window and
yell ‘Go back inside, you [bad word]!’ She repeatedly reported him to the homeowners
association for minor issues like leaving his trashcan out too long. The association fined his
landlord and the fines accumulated, so his landlord started eviction proceedings. Neither the
association nor the landlord was aware that the person complaining was also shouting racist
slurs at him. We were talking to them about the case, but the man decided to move so he
didn’t have to deal with that neighbor anymore.903
LIMITED ACCESS

TO

LEGAL REMEDY

Minnesota law lays out the obligations of landlords and tenants in terms of leases, security
deposits, maintenance, eviction proceedings, and other areas.904 Special housing courts have been
established in Ramsey and Hennepin counties to hear and decide criminal and civil cases related to
residential rental housing.905 The courts hear, for example, claims for rent abatement, rent escrow
proceedings, eviction actions and actions for violations of state, county, or city housing codes.906
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Minn Stat. §§ 504B et seq. (codifying landlord-tenant law). See: Lawrence McDonough, Residential Eviction
Defense in Minnesota, (13th Ed., Feb. 4, 2014),
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Office of the Minnesota Attorney General, “Landlords and Tenants: Other Important Laws,” (accessed Mar. 21,
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Despite these protections, and even though individuals felt that landlords were mistreating them,
very few reported their case to the authorities. One individual talked about the challenges of
bringing cases involving immigrants: “People are afraid to speak up – nothing will happen. We
advocated for [our clients], went to court on behalf of [our clients] where the landlord took their
deposit but rented to someone else. The case was successful. Many cases we hear about after it is
too late to do something. They didn’t know they had rights.”907 One legal advocate was troubled by
“how many of them happen and aren’t reported. People don’t know their rights, are intimidated,
and just move.”908
Immigrants have many reasons that they do not report housing law violations, including not
knowing their rights and how to claim them, fear of retaliation by landlords, and lack of English
proficiency. As one individual stated, “most of the immigrants truly do not know their rights.
Because they assume that they don’t have many options, they will accept the mistreatment and
stay; most don’t have the means to look elsewhere or move.”909 Another contrasted this to the nonimmigrant population, which “will dispute charges or deductions from their deposits. Immigrants
are more afraid. They are afraid it will wreck their credit or they think they have to pay because the
landlord said so.”910
Immigrants also fear that reporting housing law violations will lead to losing an affordable
apartment. Some landlords establish a quid pro quo where immigrant families can exceed
apartment occupancy limits with the implicit understanding that they will not report poor housing
conditions or unfair charges. “People bring their family and have 20 people in an apartment. The
landlord will look the other way. Rent is dirt cheap, but the landlord won’t maintain the house.”911
In some cases, renters are undocumented and are reluctant to contact authorities in any situation:
“the main reason people don’t report things is fear.”912 Some landlords have threatened
undocumented tenants that they will report them to immigration if the tenants file complaints or
report the landlord for lack of maintenance.913 Even if the landlord does not report an
undocumented tenant to immigration in retaliation, undocumented immigrants still fear that their
status will be exposed during the complaint process. One advocate reported that a judge in housing
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court checks the immigration status of litigants in his courtroom and that undocumented
immigrants know this and stay away.914
Housing enforcement relies heavily on complaints brought by individuals who are victims of
discrimination, exploitation, or other mistreatment. A system that relies on individual complaints
does not protect the rights of undocumented immigrants because many undocumented immigrants
fear coming into contact with any authority that could report them to immigration officials.
Even when immigrants are documented and in
Nobody Somali works for public housing.
compliance with occupancy standards, they often
You can hear the walls talking to you and
will not report problems for fear of retaliation by
landlords. It is illegal under Minnesota law for
saying ‘we’re tired of Somalis.’”
landlords to retaliate against tenants who try to
enforce their rights, for instance, by reporting health violations to housing inspectors. Retaliation
covers a wide range of adverse actions by landlords, including initiating an eviction action,
terminating a lease, raising the rent, or otherwise negatively changing the terms of the lease.915
Despite this prohibition, retaliation “has always been an issue.”916 Almost all retaliation claims are
brought as a defense to an eviction, because the law prohibiting retaliation in other cases does not
lay out a clear legal process for obtaining relief. Because retaliation is only raised as a defense,
tenants who pursue a case risk having an eviction on their credit history. Even if a tenant wins their
eviction case, the fact that an eviction case was filed remains on their rental history. A tenant must
file to have that record expunged, which is not mandatory and is granted at the discretion of the
judge.917 In one case, a tenant who complained about bedbugs had her lease terminated in
retaliation. Despite strong evidence that the eviction was retaliatory, she dropped her retaliation
case against the landlord because she did not want to risk having an eviction on her rental
history.918
Lack of English proficiency also plays a role in facilitating housing law violations and making it
difficult to report problems. In many cases leases, forms, eviction notices, and other important
paperwork are in English: “Management doesn’t help people who don’t speak English. They give
them eviction letters and warning letters in English, which they do not understand. The housing
agency sends people to translate but they are not good. Nobody Somali works for public housing.
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You can hear the walls talking to you and saying ‘we’re tired of Somalis.’”919 One service provider
offers to translate leases, “but landlords don’t want it. They say this isn’t a requirement….When we
see that, we warn people to be careful.”920 Public housing agencies and other organizations
receiving federal financial assistance are supposed to provide language access to people with
limited English, but no such protection applies to the private market.921

H OMEOWNERSHIP O UT OF R EACH
Homeownership could potentially solve some of the problems of large families or negligent
landlords, but it remains financially out of reach for many immigrants, especially undocumented
immigrants. A lack of credit history makes it difficult to buy.922 Undocumented immigrants may
have even greater difficulty. One service provider reported, “Occasionally, we see people unable to
get a mortgage because they lack permanent status.”923 Government-sponsored mortgage
purchasers Fannie Mae924 and Freddie Mac925 require the mortgage lender to represent and
warrant that each mortgage was provided to a person legally in the United States, limiting
undocumented immigrants to the much smaller pool of mortgages not backed by Fannie Mae and
Freddie Mac. In addition, undocumented immigrants are not always eligible for programs that assist
homebuyers and homeowners. One government official recounted the story of a homeowner fined
by the housing inspection department who would have been eligible for community development
assistance to remedy the problem, except that he did not have a Social Security number and so
could not receive a grant.926
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Fannie Mae, Selling Guide: Fannie Mae Single Family, (Apr. 9, 2013), 250. (Non-U.S. Citizen Borrower Eligibility
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Undocumented immigrants are also afraid that if they can afford to buy a house, they could lose it
because of their lack of legal status. One immigrant felt that “it was risky to get a house before I had
a green card because the house could be taken from me if I didn’t get a green card.”927 This fear is
not unjustified. As a result of the increase in workplace immigration audits and subsequent firing of
workers without legal status, many undocumented immigrants have lost their homes: “In 2005, it
was rare to hear Latino members who said they did not own their home; now it’s the opposite.
People lost jobs in the audits and now 600 out of 1200 are in foreclosure or in fear of foreclosure.
Wealth was transferred away from low-income communities. People were proud of owning homes,
and now that’s gone.”928 One immigrant, a pastor in his local community, described the struggles
immigrant homeowners face: “A lot of people have trouble with mortgages because they get laid
off all the time….They have difficulty with government programs, at times they don’t know where
to go to get help, they don’t know it’s available, they know it’s available but they’re afraid. Most of
the time they’re very afraid.”929
MORTGAGE DISCRIMINATION
Immigrants are also victims of predatory lending and resulting foreclosures, and the federal laws to
prevent mortgage discrimination do not provide an effective deterrent or remedy. “I got a
mortgage, but I didn’t know what kind – a high interest, bad mortgage,” stated one individual.930
Another claimed that the “mortgage company gave me the run around because of where I came
from.”931 In one community, residents reported having to go to a neighboring city to get a loan,
rather than through their local banks.932
Immigrants of color and those living in high poverty neighborhoods suffer from the same patterns
of discriminatory lending that affect all minorities and low-income people in Minnesota. According
to one study, “*mortgage+ denial rates are higher for black, Hispanic, and Asian applicants than for
whites, regardless of income. Very high income black, Hispanic, and Asian applicants (applicants
with incomes more than $157,000 per year) show denial rates higher than whites in the lowestincome category (less than $39,250 per year).”933 Not only are minority loan applicants more likely
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to be denied mortgages by any lender, they are also more likely to apply to subprime lenders,
because prime lenders do not have branch locations in poor, non-white neighborhoods and are also
less likely to approve loans for homes in those neighborhoods. Neighborhoods with high
percentages of residents of color and high rates of subprime lending have higher rates of
foreclosure, with the rate of foreclosure increasing dramatically in neighborhoods with greater than
50 percent residents of color. North Minneapolis, with its high concentrations of minorities and high
subprime mortgage rates, saw more than one in ten owner-occupied homes in foreclosure in
2007.934
Mortgage discrimination is prohibited by the Equal Credit Opportunity Act ("ECOA")935 and the Fair
Housing Act.936 Both the ECOA and the Fair Housing Act prohibit discrimination based on race, color,
religion, national origin, and sex, while the ECOA also covers marital status, age, and use of public
assistance and the Fair Housing Act includes familial status and handicap.937 Mortgage lenders must
not discriminate on the basis of any of the characteristics in either statute. Both statutes cover both
disparate treatment discrimination, where a lender treats applicants differently on the basis of race,
and disparate impact, where a racially neutral policy has a discriminatory effect and is not justified
by business necessity. There is no need to prove discriminatory intent when judging whether a
lender is engaging in disparate impact discrimination.938
Despite these strong legal protections, mortgage lending continues to show strong patterns of
discrimination and the system does not do an adequate job of preventing it. In 2008, the Fair
Housing Alliance studied the performance of HUD, the primary enforcer of federal fair housing laws,
and found that they investigated, by their own estimation, less than one half of one percent of all
housing discrimination cases in the United States.939 Of the cases processed by HUD, the average
length of time to close a case was over a year and in only 3.3 percent did they find that

Minneapolis Urban League, (2011),
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discrimination occurred.940 Since 2008, funding and enforcement efforts have increased, with the
Department of Justice bringing several disparate impact lawsuits over mortgage discrimination and
the predatory lending that contributed to the housing crisis.941

R ESIDENTIAL S EGREGATION
Not only do immigrants struggle to find affordable housing, they reported that the housing they did
find was in segregated neighborhoods. Discrimination in renting and home buying plays a major
role in furthering segregation, as do government decisions on zoning and where to build subsidized
housing.
One result of segregation is that many immigrants reported living in neighborhoods where they did
not feel they could walk around safely. In some cases, the violence in their neighborhood
reawakened trauma they had experienced in their own country. “I was dropped off in *my
neighborhood]. Coming from a country like Sudan full of war, I felt safe at first. Then I heard
gunshots and it brought back all my memories. I have heard more gunshots [here] than I did in my
own country.”942 In one community conversation, immigrants discussed the importance of “being
careful about which side of the street to walk on, which people to stay away from, and finding
alternate walking and biking routes in the neighborhood to avoid certain people and houses.”943
Immigrants also had stories of intimidation by people in their neighborhoods, ranging from “I’m
trying to get out of their way, but they bumped me with their shoulder”944 to “one picked up a rock
and threw it at [my brother-in-law+.”945 In a few cases, immigrants were victims of more serious
crimes: “Most apartments *in my city+ are not as safe as in other places – there are break-ins, a
sister was raped and nothing was done. Many people don’t feel secure.”946 In general, studies have
shown that segregated, high-poverty neighborhoods have disproportionately high crime rates.947
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NEGATIVE IMPACTS OF SEGREGATION
Residential segregation has a negative impact on a range of human rights beyond housing.
Education
Schools in high poverty, segregated neighborhoods tend to be highly segregated, and students
at those schools have worse educational outcomes and lower levels of college success than
similar students in integrated, economically well off schools.948 See “Poverty and Segregation”
in Chapter 4: Education, page 129
Health
Where you live can have a dramatic impact on your health. A recent study by the Minnesota
Department of Health found that life expectancy can vary by nearly a decade depending on zip
code.949
Economic Opportunity
A 2006 study found that the fastest growing job centers, which are located in the outer suburbs
of the Twin Cities, were also the least accessible to minority renters and affordable housing.950

Housing discrimination helps drive residential segregation. One community activist described how
discrimination by realtors contributes to the ethnic segregation in his town: “Immigrant
communities live in the southeast and people with wealth live in the southwest. … *Immigrants+
with more money still get shown the southeast by realtors.”951 This behavior, of showing clients
certain neighborhoods based on their race, is called “steering” and is prohibited by the same fair

high levels of black segregation); Bernard E. Harcourt, Reflecting on the Subject: A Critique of the Social Influence
Conception of Deterrence, the Broken Windows Theory, and Order-Maintenance Policing New York Style, 97 Mich.
L. Rev. 291 (1998) (Re-affirming the finding that segregation and poverty are associated with high crime rates and
offering a strident critique of the leading alternative explanation, the neighborhood disorder, “broken windows”
theory. The author’s statistical analysis suggests that disorder may mask the role of neighborhood poverty,
stability, and race in relation to crime.)
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housing laws, with the same ineffective enforcement system, that prohibit discrimination by
landlords and mortgage lenders.952
Government decisions on where to build affordable housing are another major contributor to
segregation. A service provider from a different city observed how the location of subsidized
apartments results in immigrant segregation: “Where these *immigrant+ families live tends to be
quite isolated, they live in pockets…. There are two main subsidized units in *this town+ where most
immigrants live. One is by the mall and one is up north in a more residential area. It makes it
challenging for them to integrate in the larger community.”953 The same forces that inhibit the
overall construction of affordable housing also lead to segregating affordable housing into lowincome neighborhoods: resistance to affordable housing in higher-income neighborhoods;
government zoning that restricts multi-family rental units to certain areas; and limited government
funding that must be used both to preserve existing affordable housing and to develop new housing
(see “Causes of Affordable Housing Shortage” on page 180).
Publically subsidized housing development is subject to the same fair housing laws as all housing. In
addition, HUD grantees, including state and local governments, are supposed to comply with an
even more exacting standard, that they affirmatively further fair housing through their programs.
Though this was a requirement of the Fair Housing Act passed in 1968, HUD only drafted a rule
establishing what grantees must do to meet this requirement in 2013.954 Building subsidized
housing in segregated, economically disadvantaged neighborhoods violates the standard that
governments affirmatively further fair housing.
The Low Income Housing Tax Credit (LIHTC) has been the main program for building affordable
housing since the 1990s,955 but despite the Fair Housing Act requirements, most housing built with
LIHTC funds is located in areas with higher minority populations.956 Each state sets the criteria by
which it awards LIHTC tax credits to projects, and those criteria significantly affect the placement of
subsidized housing. In Minnesota, Minneapolis and St. Paul receive a set percentage of LIHTC tax
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credits, despite the fact that the majority of LIHTC housing built in the two cities “were in
neighborhoods with more than thirty percent minority households and virtually all of the units were
in areas with predominantly non-white, high-poverty, low-performing schools.”957 Other criteria
that seem racially neutral also favor placing LIHTC housing in high poverty, segregated
neighborhoods, while Minnesota does not have any criteria that reward developers for building
subsidized housing in an integrated or predominantly white neighborhood.958

T RANSPORTATION B ARRIERS
Compounding the problems of residential segregation that isolates immigrants away from job
centers and other opportunities, immigrants often face barriers to accessing transportation. The
right to freedom of movement is a fundamental human right.959 Access to reliable transportation is
necessary to fulfill other basic needs, like going to work, shopping for groceries, and attending
school. In community conversations and interviews, people cited the inadequate or absent mass
transit options and the inability to get a driver’s license or afford a car as barriers immigrants face in
their communities.960 Service providers listed transportation as a major barrier facing people in
poverty trying to access services including sexual assault counseling, court hearings, English
language and GED classes, legal services, and employment counseling, among others.961
For many people living in communities outside the Twin Cities, there is no transportation
alternative to driving, but the limitations on who can obtain a driver’s license severely restricts their
ability to move freely in their communities. One advocate said “Having a driver’s license is not a
human right but it should be!”962 A health worker pointed out, “How do you get to work or school
without a driver’s license?”963 An employment counselor in Southern Minnesota cited the lack of
reliable transportation as the biggest barrier to employment for all of her clients, regardless of
citizenship status.964 As detailed on page 57 in Chapter 1: Public Safety, undocumented people in
particular struggle with transportation access because they cannot legally get a driver’s license in
Minnesota.
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Even in towns where transit systems exist, the hours or service may be inadequate or may not serve
major employers, like meat-processing plants, which tend to be on the edges of town.965 Within the
metro area, buses do not always come regularly to suburban areas, meaning immigrants must drive
to get to work.966 One woman reported being denied unemployment benefits because she
answered “no” to a question about being able to drive to get to work.967 As a result of these
limitations, people make do by biking or walking, however one person noted this “can make them a
victim of a robbery.”968 An attorney agreed, citing some clients who were assaulted after leaving
work at a meat-processing plant on foot or by bike, “I think the perception is they carry cash.”969

R ECOMMENDATIONS
Finding: A shortage of public and private affordable housing leaves immigrants struggling
to find a decent place to live.
Recommendations








Increase federal and state funding of affordable housing, whether from public or
private sources or in partnership with community groups.
Encourage more landlords to accept Section 8 housing vouchers, either through
education or incentives.
Change state and local zoning laws to make it easier to build affordable rental
housing in higher-income neighborhoods with high-achieving schools, either by
expanding the areas zoned for multi-family buildings or by making it easier to waive
zoning for affordable housing developments.
Provide a robust housing referral system so that immigrants can receive assistance
at their first point of contact, whether with a government agency, nonprofit service
provider, religious or cultural institution, employer, or school.
Educate residents on the need for, and benefits of, affordable housing in their
community to reduce opposition to affordable housing developments.
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Finding: Immigrants with large or extended families cannot find affordable housing that
can accommodate all of their family members.
Recommendations



Provide incentives to build affordable rental units with four or more bedrooms.
Cities should evaluate occupancy codes to ensure they adequately balance health
and safety concerns with the ability of families, including extended families, to live
together.

Finding: Eligibility restrictions and immigrants’ lack of rental history, credit history, and
Social Security numbers create barriers to finding rental housing and to buying a home.
Recommendations










Educate landlords and tenants about alternate ways to conduct background checks
and verify identity that do not rely on Social Security numbers and U.S.-issued
identification.
Prohibit landlords from requiring or asking for information regarding a prospective
tenant’s immigration or citizenship status, including requiring a Social Security
number from applicants.
Consider alternate ways for people with no U.S. credit history or rental history to
provide other proof of creditworthiness and qualify for an apartment or mortgage.
Change the law to allow mixed-status families to receive federally subsidized
housing assistance at the same rate as fully eligible families.
Pass a federal law codifying the most expansive interpretation of the eligibility rules
for housing assistance to provide clarity to housing agencies charged with enforcing
the law and to guarantee access to the broadest possible group of people.
Remove eligibility restrictions based on immigration status for federal, state, and
local housing assistance.
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Finding: Immigrants face discrimination by landlords, neighbors, realtors, and mortgage
lenders on the basis of race, language, religion, national origin, and immigration status.
Recommendations










Increase enforcement of federal and state fair housing rules through an efficient,
timely complaint process that ensures individuals receive an effective remedy for
housing discrimination.
Fair housing officials and other groups protecting the rights of tenants and
homeowners should conduct more independent investigations that allow
enforcement of housing laws without relying on individual complaints, especially
when groups such as undocumented immigrants face strong incentives to stay quiet
no matter what abuse they experience.
Educate renters and homebuyers about what constitutes illegal discrimination and
how to construct a strong case so that people who experience discrimination are
better prepared to gather evidence and file a claim.
Ensure HUD’s new disparate impact rule is disseminated and enforced to prevent
discriminatory practices even where discriminatory intent is absent or hard to prove.
Provide incentives for bank lenders to increase access to prime loans in poor,
segregated neighborhoods.
Prosecute subprime lenders for targeting poor, minority communities for predatory
loans.

Finding: Immigrants who live in substandard housing or who suffer exploitation by their
landlord cannot access an effective remedy because of unfamiliarity with the system,
fear of retaliation, and language barriers.
Recommendations
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Educate renters about tenants’ rights and responsibilities so they are able to
recognize exploitative behavior by landlords and know how to enforce their rights.
Cities should assume the primary responsibility for uncovering predatory housing
practices, so that the burden of preventing landlord exploitation does not depend
primarily on individual complaints from tenants who may be reluctant to report
because of immigration status, language, or retaliation. As part of this effort, cities
should increase funding and staffing of independent housing inspection, especially
of multi-family units.
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Agencies should protect undocumented immigrants who have experienced housing
law violations from being reported to immigration enforcement to reduce their fear
of filing a claim.
Strengthen legal protections against landlord retaliation by creating a procedure for
tenants to bring retaliation claims outside of an eviction action so they can pursue
their claim without the risk of having an eviction on their rental history.
Fully fund the requirement that public housing agencies provide assistance in other
languages.
Encourage partnerships between government agencies, community groups, tenants,
and landlords to provide access to free or low-cost interpretation and translation so
that immigrants with limited English can understand leases, housing policies, and
other important documents.

Finding: Residential segregation isolates immigrants in high-crime, low-opportunity
neighborhoods with low-performing schools.
Recommendations






Rigorously analyze local and state government housing plans against the federal
standard of “affirmatively furthering fair housing” and make that a central goal of
Minnesota housing agencies.
Reform the Low Income Housing Tax Credit and other forms of affordable housing
subsidies to prioritize integration, access to job centers, and access to highperforming schools in the selection criteria.
Create public transit that links high economic opportunity areas with affordable
housing.
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